
 

Moth found to secrete distinct defensive
fluids to ward off different types of
predators
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Wood tiger moth. Credit: Wikipedia

(Phys.org)—A team of researchers from the University of Jyväskylä in
Finland and Technische Universität Braunschweig in Germany has found
that the wood tiger moth secretes two different types of fluids from
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different parts of its body to ward off two different types of predators.
In their paper published in Proceedings of the Royal Society B, the group
describes how they studied the moths in their lab and what they learned
about them.

Wood tiger moths have coloring reminiscent of the tiger and are found
in many parts of the world. In this new effort, the researchers took a
closer look at how they ward off predators by collecting multiple
specimens and bringing them back to the lab for study.

Prior research had shown that the moths excreted fluid from glands on
the backs of their necks—a good location for warding off birds, their
main predator. Birds eat moths and catch them by grabbing them by the
back of the neck. Anecdotal evidence had suggested that when birds
grab a wood tiger moth, they tend to let it go, and have been seen trying
to clean their beaks afterwards. Other anecdotal evidence also suggested
that ants tend to avoid the moths, likely due to fluid excreted from the
moth's anus.

The team started by taking a closer look at the fluid the moths produced
from their necks and found that it contained chemical compounds
known as pyrazines. The team treated oat flakes with the fluid and fed
them to Eurasian blue tits and found that the birds were reluctant to eat
them and became averse to them afterwards. The birds willingly ate
flakes treated with the anal fluid and sugar water.

Next, the team placed drops of sweetened fluid in disks laid in the path
of ants—some of the disks also had chemicals taken from the moths.
They report that the ants actually preferred the disks with neck fluid
over just the sugar water, but clearly avoided those with anal fluid.

Based on their findings, the researchers conclude that the moths produce
different fluid deterrents to ward off different types of predators.
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  More information: Bibiana Rojas et al. How to fight multiple
enemies: target-specific chemical defences in an aposematic moth, 
Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences (2017). DOI:
10.1098/rspb.2017.1424 

Abstract
Animals have evolved different defensive strategies to survive predation,
among which chemical defences are particularly widespread and diverse.
Here we investigate the function of chemical defence diversity,
hypothesizing that such diversity has evolved as a response to multiple
enemies. The aposematic wood tiger moth (Arctia plantaginis) displays
conspicuous hindwing coloration and secretes distinct defensive fluids
from its thoracic glands and abdomen. We presented the two defensive
fluids from laboratory-reared moths to two biologically relevant
predators, birds and ants, and measured their reaction in controlled
bioassays (no information on colour was provided). We found that
defensive fluids are target-specific: thoracic fluids, and particularly
2-sec-butyl-3-methoxypyrazine, which they contain, deterred birds, but
caused no aversive response in ants. By contrast, abdominal fluids were
particularly deterrent to ants, while birds did not find them repellent.
Our study, to our knowledge, is the first to show evidence of a single
species producing separate chemical defences targeted to different
predator types, highlighting the importance of taking into account
complex predator communities in studies on the evolution of prey
defence diversity.
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